Simultaneous MEG and intracranial EEG recordings during attentive reading
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Abstract

The relationship between neural oscillations recorded at various spatial scales remains poorly understood partly due to an overall dearth of studies utilizing simultaneous measurements. In an effort to study quantitative markers of attention during reading, we performed simultaneous magnetoencephalography (MEG) and intracranial EEG (iEEG) recordings in four epileptic patients. Patients were asked to attend to a specific color when presented with an intermixed series of red words and green words, with words of a given color forming a cohesive story. We analyzed alpha, beta, and gamma band oscillatory responses to the word presentation and compared the strength and spatial organization of those responses in both electrophysiological recordings. Time-frequency analysis of iEEG revealed a network of clear attention-modulated high gamma band (50–150 Hz) power increases and alpha/beta (9–25 Hz) suppressions in response to the words. In addition to analyses at the sensor level, MEG time-frequency analysis was performed at the source level using a sliding window beamformer technique (Dalal et al., 2008). Strong alpha/beta suppressions were observed in MEG reconstructions, in tandem with iEEG effects. While the MEG counterpart of high gamma band enhancement was difficult to interpret at the sensor level in two patients, MEG time-frequency source reconstruction revealed additional activation patterns in accordance with iEEG results. Importantly, iEEG allowed us to confirm that several sources of gamma band modulation observed with MEG were indeed of cortical origin rather than EMG or ocular artifact.
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1 Introduction

An increasing body of evidence gathered over the last fifteen years suggests that most cognitive functions, from sensory and motor processing to language or memory, involve the formation of local neural assemblies characterized by synchronous oscillations in the gamma band, i.e., at frequencies starting at 40 Hz (for reviews, see Singer, 1999; Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999). Interestingly, the formation of such assemblies seems to depend upon the degree of attention allocated by subjects or animals to the task at hand (Bauer et al., 2006; Bichot et al., 2005; Fries et al., 2001; Gruber et al., 1999; Steinmetz et al., 2000; Tallon-Baudry et al., 2005), which suggests that monitoring gamma band activity could provide a quantitative measure reflecting attention. Indeed, in a recent intracerebral EEG study, which manipulated explicitly the attention of subjects in a verbal working memory task, we found that gamma band responses were stronger for attended stimuli, later recalled, than for unattended ones (Mainy et al., 2007).

We have all experienced the effect of attention fluctuations on performance in the context of reading, sometimes having the sensation of “flying over” entire pages without truly absorbing their meaning. The previously mentioned studies led us to hypothesize that it may be possible to monitor the degree of attention during reading by measuring the spectral power in the alpha, beta, and gamma bands. Testing this hypothesis in healthy individuals assumes that attention-related power modulations in the lower alpha and beta bands as well as those in the gamma band can be detected with noninvasive recordings such as MEG or scalp level EEG. The present study tackles this issue by investigating the degree and precision by which gamma band power (and to a lesser extent, alpha and beta band) modulations of cortical activity can be recovered at the scalp level in individual subjects during attentive reading. The ability of surface-level electrophysiological measurements to detect gamma band responses (GBR) is still a matter of debate. Although it has been more than a decade since the first reports of gamma band power modulations at the scalp level with EEG (e.g., Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996; Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999; Rodriguez et al., 1999; Müller et al., 2000), with MEG reports arriving more recently (e.g., Kaiser et al., 2002, 2004; Osipova et al., 2006; Vidal et al., 2006; Guggisberg et al., 2008; Dalal et al., 2008a), those
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responses have mostly been detected through population-level statistics. The relatively limited number of such reports has so far impeded the use of GBR as a research or clinical index even though increasing results from intracranial EEG suggest that high gamma band modulations could be used as functional markers (Lachaux et al., 2005, 2006; Sederberg et al., 2003; Szurhaj et al., 2005; Tallon-Baudry et al., 2005; Tanji et al., 2005) tightly related to task-related hemodynamic variations measured by fMRI (Kim et al., 2004; Niessing et al., 2005; Lachaux et al., 2007). In contrast, other important electrophysiological indices such as the N100 evoked potential and mismatch negativity (MMN) are routinely used for both research and clinical purposes. The absence of GBR from clinical use thus cannot be fully explained by the younger age of the field and certainly not to a lack of interest by the EEG/MEG community; more likely, it is due to acknowledged methodological difficulties associated with extracting gamma response components from noninvasive recordings (Trujillo et al., 2005; Hoogenboom et al., 2006).

Moreover, the failure to detect EEG/MEG GBR in a given subject can be a source of confusion. For example, the technical limitations of EEG/MEG could have prevented detection, due to a low signal to noise ratio in the gamma band or insufficient spatial resolution. Alternatively, it could have been the result of individual subject differences. For example, a subject may have employed a different strategy or been less attentive than the others, and therefore employed different cortical mechanisms that may not have involved GBR.

To evaluate our ability to noninvasively recover cortical GBR, and their modulation by attention during reading, we designed an experiment to simultaneously record MEG and intracerebral EEG (iEEG) responses in epileptic patients implanted with depth electrodes and subdural strips for clinical reasons. Such simultaneous recordings provided a unique way to compare the spectral content of the scalp traces of GBR, as well as lower-frequency modulations, to those recorded directly from the cortex via the implanted depth electrodes. It was considered more advantageous to record iEEG simultaneously with MEG as opposed to scalp EEG, due to the difficulty recording from EEG electrode caps in patients with intracerebral electrodes, as well as the likely considerable changes in electric field propagation caused by the implants and craniotomies (Kirchberger et al., 1998).

We simultaneously recorded both MEG and iEEG data in four patients while they performed a simple reading task with variable levels of attention depending on instructions on whether to attend to the narratives formed by the words. In addition to being a proof of concept of simultaneous MEG and iEEG data acquisition, this study presents and discusses the MEG correlates of strong intracerebral alpha, beta, and gamma power modulations generated by word stimuli in temporal, occipital, and parietal lobes. The experimental design is the same used in a comprehensive iEEG study from our group (Jung
et al., 2008), and originally implemented by Nobre et al. (1998) for an fMRI experiment.

Previous human studies have described simultaneous acquisition of MEG and iEEG to evaluate high-amplitude epileptiform spikes (Mikuni et al., 1997; Sutherling et al., 2001; Shigeto et al., 2002; Oishi et al., 2002). However, to our knowledge, this experiment comprises the first successful simultaneous recordings to study cognitive function.

2 Methods

2.1 Subjects

Simultaneous MEG and iEEG recordings were obtained from four patients with intractable epilepsy (referred to as Pt1–Pt4) who were candidates for resective surgery. Table 1 summarizes their clinical, neuroimaging, and video-EEG characteristics. Intracranial electrodes were implanted in these patients for preresection seizure localization and functional mapping of critical language and motor areas. Electrode implants were guided strictly by clinical indications and research recordings were approved by the local institutional review board. Upon informed consent, the experiments were conducted while each patient was alert and on minimal medication. All patients were implanted with depth electrodes and, in the case of Pt1, additionally with subdural strips placed on the cortical surface. Depth electrodes were inserted stereotactically through the aid of a Leksell frame using an “orthogonal” approach; electrode strips were placed via burr holes, also precisely positioned using stereotactic coordinates (Dormont et al., 1997). The brain regions explored were bilateral temporal in Pt1, the whole right temporal lobe with its basal and posterior part in Pt2, the whole left temporal lobe with its junction to the occipital and parietal lobes in Pt3, and anterior temporal and frontal regions in the right hemisphere of Pt4.

2.2 Electrode implantation

Each patient was implanted with 7 to 9 linear electrode arrays. Each depth electrode array had a diameter of 1 mm. Both depth electrode arrays and subdural strips contained 4 to 8 cylindrical contacts of 2.3 mm length, 10 mm apart center-to-center (Ad-Tech Medical, Racine, WI, USA). Therefore, various mesial and lateral cortical areas were evaluated, including sulcal cortex. A total of 174 sites were recorded from the four patients, with 68 in the left
### Table of Patient Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Gender/ Age</th>
<th>Surface Video-EEG (seizure onset)</th>
<th>MRI</th>
<th>Intracranial Location of Seizure Onset</th>
<th>Surgical Outcome (Engel’s class*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pt1</td>
<td>F/33</td>
<td>R and L temporal</td>
<td>n.l.</td>
<td>R and L neocortical temporal (MTG)</td>
<td>not resected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt2</td>
<td>F/28</td>
<td>R temporal (mostly anterior)</td>
<td>n.l.</td>
<td>R mid-temporal basal</td>
<td>IIIa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt3</td>
<td>M/45</td>
<td>L posterior temporal and occipital</td>
<td>n.l.</td>
<td>L posterior temporal basal</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt4</td>
<td>M/39</td>
<td>R anterior frontal and temporal</td>
<td>n.l.</td>
<td>R temporal pole</td>
<td>not resected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

*from Engel (1987)*

hemisphere and 106 in the right hemisphere. The electrode contacts were identified directly on the patients’ MRI, then segmented and 3D-rendered using BrainVisa (http://brainvisa.info) and in-house MATLAB code.

### 2.3 Paradigm

An experimental paradigm similar to Nobre et al. (1998) was used, modified with slightly longer interstimulus intervals to adjust for the late latencies of the attentional modulations reported in that study. In each block of the experiment, the subjects were presented with 400 words shown individually at a rapid rate (words presented for 100 ms with an interstimulus interval of 800±100 ms) on a black computer screen. 200 words were presented in green and the other 200 presented in red, with words of a given color forming a meaningful and simple short story in French. The subjects were instructed to read the story presented with a specified target color and be prepared to answer questions about the narrative after the block. The distribution of colors within the 400-word series was randomized, so that subjects could not predict whether or not the subsequent word was to be attended; the randomization was constrained to avoid series of more than 3 consecutive words with the same color. There were 6 blocks in total, and the target color was varied between blocks.

After each block, subjects were asked questions about the relevant story that could not have been answered from general knowledge. They were also asked to recount the presented story to the best of their ability. The analysis compared brain responses to attended words (i.e., words of the target color: TARGETS) versus brain responses to unattended words (i.e., words of the non-target color: DISTRACTORS).
The experimental procedure took place in the shielded MEG testing room. Stimuli were presented to the participants on a 17" computer screen at a 90 cm viewing distance, and the average word subtended 3° of visual angle.

Note that this particular paradigm had several important advantages for the present study: a) it was short (less than 30 minutes) and could fit in the tight MEG experimental schedule of the patients, b) it provided a large number of trials during that short time window, typically yielding over 200 trials for each condition, even after removing trials contaminated by artifacts such as epileptiform spikes or eye blinks, c) it was interesting for the patients and well-suited to maintain their attention, despite the large number of trials, d) finally, the task involved a widely distributed cortical network, which could likely be captured via a variety of implantation schemes, in contrast with, e.g., a purely motor task whose activated network could have only been studied in patients with motor cortex implants.

2.4 Recording and data analysis

2.4.1 MEG Recordings

The experiment was conducted at the Centre MEG of the Hôpital de la Salpêtrière, Paris, France. MEG recording was performed using a whole-head MEG system (VSM MedTech, Coquitlam, BC, Canada) with 151 radial gradiometers over the scalp and 29 reference gradiometers and magnetometers for ambient field correction. Signals were digitized at a sampling rate of 1250 Hz (0–200 Hz bandwidth) during epochs lasting 5 s, beginning 1 s prior to stimulus onset. Eye movements were monitored with four ocular electrodes (Viasys Healthcare, Madison, WI, USA). Trials were rejected offline for eye blinks, eye movements, head movement, muscular, epileptiform, or electromagnetic artifacts. MEG data were coregistered with the structural MRI of each patient using BrainStorm (http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm).

2.4.2 Intracerebral EEG recordings

Intracerebral recordings were conducted using an EEG monitoring system (Micromed, Treviso, Italy), which allowed the simultaneous recording of 63 iEEG channels sampled at 1024 Hz (0.1–200 Hz bandwidth) during the experimental paradigm. A contact site in white matter was chosen as the reference electrode in each patient. This reference was ensured to have similar impedance to the other contact sites; in addition, it was verified to be free of contamination from eye movement artifacts and electromyographic activity from subtle muscle contractions. However, all electrodes were re-referenced to an adjacent electrode (1 cm away) to form a bipolar montage. We used
this montage to enhance the spatial resolution of the recordings and to ensure that the recorded activity was generated locally to the electrodes. In total, there were 44 such bipolar pairs for Pt1, 14 for Pt2, 27 for Pt3, and 23 for Pt4. Recording sites showing epileptiform activities were excluded from the analysis, and among the remaining sites, monopolar, and bipolar data were systematically inspected (first unfiltered, then highpass filtered at 15 Hz), and any trial showing epileptic spikes in any of those traces was discarded. Note that this highpass filtering was done only for artifact rejection; all analyses shown in this paper were done with the raw, unfiltered signals.

Prior to signal analysis, all trials were sorted into two categories: targets (words to be attended) and distractors (words not to be attended) irrespective of their colors. In the final dataset after artifact rejection, we adjusted the size of the trial sets so that each trial category (target and distractor) would contain an equal number of red and green words.

2.4.3 Evoked response analysis

Evoked potentials and fields were computed by averaging each channel over all the trials of a given type (target or distractor), subtracting the mean of the baseline of period of $-200$ to $-50$ ms.

2.4.4 Time-frequency analysis

For each single trial, bipolar derivations computed between adjacent electrode contacts were analyzed in the time-frequency (TF) domain by convolution with complex Morlet’s wavelets (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996), thus providing a TF power map $P(t, f) = |w(t, f) * s(t)|^2$, where for each time $t$ and frequency $f$, $w(t, f)$ was a complex Morlet’s wavelet $w(t, f) = A e^{-t^2/2\sigma_t^2} e^{2\pi i ft}$, with $A = (\sigma_t \sqrt{\pi})^{-1/2}$ and $\sigma_t = \left(\frac{2}{7} f\right)^{-1}$.

2.5 Statistical analysis

2.5.1 Comparison with baseline level within a single condition

For a given stimulus type (targets or distractors), significant spectral energy modulations (SSEM) caused by the stimuli (i.e., energy increase or decrease relative to pre-stimulus level) were detected using Wilcoxon matched paired nonparametric tests. We compared the total energy in a given time-frequency window with that of a tile of the same frequency extent across trials, but covering a $[-200$ to $-50$ ms] pre-stimulus baseline period. The result of a Wilcoxon test is a $Z$ value which quantifies the energy variation relative to
baseline for the chosen time-frequency tile. Wilcoxon tests were also used to draw statistical TF maps of Z values representing the effects of stimulation in multiple adjacent [40 ms × 8 Hz] TF tiles covering a large [−200 to 600 ms] × [1–200 Hz] TF domain (see Figures 2–6): such maps allow the direct visualization of SSEM in time and frequency for a given recording site. Z values can be directly converted into p values to quantify the risk associated with rejecting the null hypothesis of no change relative to baseline (p being only function of Z, independent of the number of trials). To correct for multiple testing (number of sites × number of non-overlapping TF tiles), we applied a Bonferroni correction yielding p values for significance less than 3 × 10^{−6} (Pt1), 9 × 10^{−6} (Pt2), 5 × 10^{−6} (Pt3), and 6 × 10^{−6} (Pt4).

Since our goal was to test whether iEEG SSEM were visible in MEG, our strategy for analysis of MEG data consisted of 1) defining, from the previous analysis, TF windows with iEEG SSEM, and then 2) for those TF windows, test at each MEG sensor whether the MEG energy level was different from baseline level using Wilcoxon matched paired nonparametric tests. The outcome of the iEEG analysis (see Results) led us to investigate SSEM in MEG data in two TF windows ([+200 ms to 500 ms] × [9–25 Hz] for alpha/beta suppressions (ABS) and [+100 ms to +400 ms] × [50–100 Hz] for GBR). Wilcoxon tests were performed with and without Bonferroni correction [uncorrected threshold of \( p = 0.05 \), and corrected threshold of \( p = 0.05/(2 \times 151) \) to account for 2 TF windows and 151 sensors].

2.5.2 Comparison between responses to targets and distractors

Differences between responses to targets and distractors were evaluated statistically in the TF plane using Mann-Whitney nonparametric tests using ELAN Pack, EEG/MEG analysis software developed by the INSERM U821 laboratory (http://www.lyon.inserm.fr/821/). For MEG data, there was one test for each sensor and each of the two TF windows defined above, again with two significance thresholds: uncorrected \( p = 0.05 \), and corrected \( p = 0.05/(2 \times 151) \). For iEEG data, there was one test for each recording site and each of the two TF windows defined above, with significance thresholds of \( p = 0.05 \) uncorrected, and \( p = 0.05/M \) corrected, where \( M \) is the number of recording sites (\( M = 44 \) for Pt1, 14 for Pt2, 27 for Pt3, and 23 for Pt4).

2.5.3 Cross-sites synchrony analysis

Cross-sites synchrony was evaluated using wavelet-based estimation measuring the degree of phase-locking between certain spectral components of the response (alpha, beta, and gamma responses) (Lachaux et al., 2002). In short, the analysis extracts the time course of the instantaneous phase-difference be-
between two signals in each trial around a frequency of interest (as computed using Morlet’s wavelets), and estimates the circular variance of that difference on a sliding window the duration of which depends on the analyzed frequency (8 cycles of oscillations). This circular variance is a time-varying measure of phase-locking between 0 (no phase-locking) and 1 (complete synchrony) which is averaged across trials to provide an average measure of synchrony between signals.

2.5.4 GBR dipole moment estimation

The dipole moment of GBR sources detected with iEEG was coarsely estimated via a standard source-field model and the Hilbert transform. First, for each single trial, the bipolar iEEG data was bandpass filtered to 50–100 Hz (100–150 Hz for Pt4) and Hilbert transformed to extract the GBR envelope. These envelopes were then averaged across trials. The maximum value over the 300–700 ms interval for each bipolar channel was then noted.

The relationship between recorded voltage and dipole moment is given by the following equation (Malmivuo and Plonsey, 1995):

\[ \Phi \approx \frac{p \cos \theta}{4\pi \sigma r^2}, \]  

where \( \Phi \) is the measured voltage potential at a given electrode, \( p \) is the dipole moment, \( r \) is the distance between the dipole and electrode, \( \theta \) is the angle between the dipole axis and the electrode location, and \( \sigma \) is the tissue conductivity. For the purpose of this estimate, we assume that a bipolar iEEG pair records a dipole located at the midpoint between the two locations and oriented along their axis (i.e., \( r = 5 \) mm and \( \theta = 0 \)). Then, applying Equation 1 to the difference of the two (opposite) voltages:

\[ \Phi_1 - \Phi_2 \approx \frac{2p}{4\pi \sigma (0.005)^2} \]  

Finally, rearranging to solve for the dipole moment \( p \), we obtain:

\[ p \approx 2\pi \sigma (0.005)^2 (\Phi_1 - \Phi_2) \]  

We use \( \sigma = 0.285 \) S/m, from the in vivo conductivity of human gray matter reported by Latikka et al. (2001).

2.5.5 MEG source reconstruction

We used NUTMEG (Dalal et al., 2004) to perform MEG source reconstruction. A multisphere head model (Huang et al., 1999) was computed for each patients’ sensor configuration and head geometry.
The timecourses of the neural generators of the evoked fields were reconstructed using a minimum variance beamformer (Van Veen et al., 1997). Beamformer weights were computed from the sample covariance of the unaveraged data and subsequently applied to the averaged sensor data to yield timecourses over a grid of voxels spanning the head volume. The results near electrode locations were compared with intracranial ERPs to assess data quality.

Separately, the oscillatory dynamics of the sources were reconstructed using a related time-frequency beamformer technique (Dalal et al., 2008a). This method outputs a spectrogram for each of the voxels spanning the head volume. The power bands chosen were 4–9 Hz, 9–25 Hz, 25–45 Hz, 55–95 Hz, 105–145 Hz, and 155–195 Hz. The power line frequency of 50 Hz and its harmonics at 100 Hz and 150 Hz were avoided to reduce noise. As with the iEEG and sensor MEG spectrograms, post-stimulus power modulations were contrasted relative to the baseline period using Wilcoxon Z-scores.

2.5.6 MEG sensitivity

Finally, the multisphere head model was applied in order to estimate the sensitivity of MEG to locations probed with intracranial electrodes using the following procedure: A simulated unit dipole was placed at the midpoint between each bipolar electrode pair. As the orientation of sources detected with iEEG is generally uncertain – yet has a profound impact on MEG signal – we simulated a distribution of orientations, from $-\pi$ to $+\pi$ radians of elevation and $-\pi$ to $+\pi$ radians of azimuth, sampled every $\frac{\pi}{36}$ radians. The head model was used to calculate the theoretical MEG sensor distribution for each orientation at each brain location. The estimated magnetic fields for each sensor were then normalized by the maximum magnetic field (generated by a unit dipole anywhere in the brain) that could be detected by that sensor, yielding relative sensitivity (Malmivuo and Plonsey, 1995). Finally, for each dipole orientation at each brain location, the maximum relative sensitivity (i.e., the relative sensitivity at the most sensitive MEG sensor) was determined.

3 Results

3.1 Evoked potentials and fields

Figure 1 displays the event-related fields (MEG ERFs), beamformer source reconstructions, and potentials (iEEG ERPs) obtained by averaging directly the raw MEG and iEEG signals across trials for each condition. At all three levels of recording, evoked responses were clear and reproducible across condi-
tions, with perhaps Pt2’s source reconstruction suffering from increased noise. Intracerebral ERPs measured directly in the occipital and temporal lobes are shown together with the corresponding MEG scalp topographies, and the ERF trace at the sensor showing maximal response, for each patient and for both targets and distractors. In patients Pt1, Pt3, and Pt4, two consecutive bipolar pairs recorded ERPs with opposite polarities, indicating local sources. In all four patients, the MEG topography at the peak latency showed a clear amplitude peak over occipital sensors, consistent with the occipito-temporal responses found in iEEG.

3.2 Stimulus-induced spectral energy modulations

To compare oscillatory responses at the cortical and MEG level, we used a simple two-step strategy: a) use iEEG data to detect possible alpha, beta, and gamma band responses at the cortical level, and b) test for similar effects at the sensor level, at the same latencies and frequency range. At both levels, responses were defined as significant energy increases or decreases relative to the \([-200 \text{ to } -50 \text{ ms}]\) pre-stimulus baseline (using Wilcoxon tests, as explained in the Methods section).

3.2.1 iEEG recordings

Clear gamma band responses (GBRs) to target words were observed in all four patients, distributed over the temporal, occipital, and parietal cortex, in both hemispheres (note that there were no electrodes in the frontal lobes) (Pt1: GBR in 14 out of 44 bipolar pairs; Pt2: 1/14; Pt3: 3/27; Pt4: 2/23) (see Figures 2–6 and S1 for the precise locations of GBRs for target words on individual 3D MRI renderings). The time and frequency extents of those responses were remarkably consistent across sites and patients with their highest energy concentrated in the [100–400 ms] time window. Some of those responses (Pt1: 6/14; Pt2: 0/1; Pt3: 2/3; Pt4: 0/2) were stronger for targets than for distractors (KW, \(p < 0.05\), corrected), while the reverse effect did not occur. Also, we found no cortical site producing GBRs solely for distractors; however, we observed some negative GBRs, i.e., gamma band suppressions (see Figure 7).

Frequencies in the alpha and beta bands (9–25 Hz) were characterized by a common pattern opposite to GBRs, with energy decreases between 200 ms and 500 ms (see Figures S2–S6). For statistical analysis, all frequencies in that range were pooled together, and significant energy reductions relative to the baseline were called alpha/beta suppressions (ABS). There was strong spatial correspondence between GBR and ABS: we found ABS in all cortical sites with 0–100 Hz GBR in addition to some adjacent sites (Pt1: 18/44;
Pt2: 1/14; Pt3: 4/27; Pt4: 3/23, Wilcoxon $p < 0.05$, corrected). As shown in Figures 7 and S1, along the same electrode probe, ABS typically extended 1–2 cm beyond the GBR. In Pt1, we observed that ABS was stronger for targets than for distractors in all locations showing ABS (Pt1: 18/44; KW $p < 0.05$, corrected); there were no such effects in the other three patients.

The gamma band and the alpha/beta bands differed also in their synchronization properties: in patient Pt1, in which intracerebral GBR and ABS were found in several distant cortical sites, we compared the level of synchrony across those sites in the gamma and alpha/beta bands: A first test, which compared the mean synchrony value in a large $[-200 \text{ to } +500 \text{ ms}]$ time window for the 9–25 Hz vs. the 50–100 Hz range (cross-site synchrony being calculated and averaged across all 39 pairs of non-adjacent iEEG sites in this patient) revealed a higher synchrony in the 9–25 Hz range (Wilcoxon $Z = 4.71$, $p < 0.001$). Yet, one may reasonably argue that synchrony should be measured for each frequency band when that band is really active (that is, post-stimulus for the gamma range, and pre-stimulus for the alpha/beta range, since ABS correspond to the disappearance of strong baseline oscillations). Therefore, we performed a second test, similar to the first one, but comparing the synchrony measured a) for the 9–25 Hz range, in the $[-200 \text{ to } -50 \text{ ms}]$ baseline time-window vs. b) for the 50–100 Hz range in a window of same duration but chosen during maximal GBR: [200 to 350 ms]. Again, synchrony was higher in the 9–25 Hz range (Wilcoxon $Z = 3.21$, $p = 0.001$). This result may partly explain the differences between MEG gamma band and alpha/beta band responses described below.

### 3.2.2 MEG sensor spectrograms

TF analysis of MEG data tested whether GBRs and ABS seen with iEEG were visible with MEG. Since iEEG responses were concentrated in the [100 to 400 ms] time window (for GBR) and in the [200 to 500 ms] time window (for ABS), the analysis evaluated differences in TF energy between the baseline and those two time windows, in both frequency ranges. Note that while iEEG GBRs extended over a broad range (50–150 Hz), visual inspection revealed that MEG GBRs were most evident in a narrower range (50–100 Hz), in agreement with previous MEG studies (Hoogenboom et al., 2006; Vidal et al., 2006). For this reason, 50–100 Hz was chosen for MEG GBR analyses, with the exception of patient Pt4, who only exhibited significant iEEG GBR in the 100–150 Hz range.

Figures 2–6 show topographical representations of the statistical energy variations relative to baseline (Wilcoxon $Z$-values) for MEG GBR. (See Figures S2–S6 for ABS.) These figures also indicate sensors with significant energy variations using both uncorrected and Bonferroni-corrected thresholds ($p < 0.05$).
Clear MEG GBRs were observed in the first patient, Pt1, over both hemispheres (50/151 sensors, uncorr., 26/151, corr.) and predominantly over the occipital sensors but extending over temporal and frontal regions (Figures 2–3). This topography was compatible with the cortical sources found around the temporo-parieto-occipital junction in this patient. In two other patients, Pt2 and Pt3, gamma band energy increases were much weaker, reaching significance level (uncorrected) in a relatively small number of sites (Pt2: 26/151, Pt3: 16/151). In patient Pt4, strong occipital MEG GBR was observed in the 50–100 Hz range (Figure S6) as well as 100–150 Hz (Figure 6), but intracranial electrodes covered frontal and anterior temporal regions.

Uncorrected statistical comparison between conditions revealed stronger GBR for targets in two patients (Pt1, 8/151 sensors, Pt2, 5/151 sensors); but one right frontal sensor in Pt1 had a stronger GBR for distractors. There was no difference between conditions in Pt3 and Pt4.

ABS was stronger than GBR at the MEG level. In all four patients, we found significant ABS, predominantly over the occipital sensors, in good agreement with the MEG suppression previously reported in the same frequency range (Hoogenboom et al., 2006) in response to visual stimuli. In contrast with GBR, most ABS were significant at both corrected and uncorrected thresholds. In three patients (Pt1, Pt2, and Pt4), ABS were also stronger for targets than for distractors (with both thresholds). This effect was not observed in Pt3, whose electrode placement did not allow a head position with full coverage of occipital regions.

Although strongest ABS and GBR were observed over the posterior sensors, we also found frontal responses (consistent with the involvement of frontal language areas, such as Broca’s area, in reading). Focal GBR was observed over left frontal sensors in patients Pt1 and Pt4, spatially coinciding with ABS. In patient Pt3, we also found an increase of alpha/beta activity (alpha/beta activation) over those regions in response to distractors, consistent with a deactivation of this region with less attention.

Since the strongest GBR were obtained in the patient with the largest number of analyzed trials (Pt1, 530 trials per condition compared to 210, 365, and 300 for the other three patients), we tested whether the number of trials may have had an effect on the GBR/ABS estimation. We checked whether strong GBRs were also apparent in this patient with less trials analyzed (Figure 8). Wilcoxon tests performed with 50, 100, 250, and 500 trials revealed that for both ABS and GBR, Wilcoxon Z values increased with the number of trials, which was expected for mathematical reasons. However, the topography of Z values varied considerably with the number of trials, especially for frontal GBR, even between 250 and 500 trials. Therefore, the number of trials in Pt2 (210 trials per condition) and Pt3 (365 per condition) may have been too small.
for stable GBR to emerge in the MEG topography given the SNR conditions in those patients. In contrast, this instability of the Z-score topography was not as pronounced for ABS.

### 3.2.3 MEG source spectrograms

Next, a time-frequency beamformer source reconstruction was applied to the MEG responses. All four subjects displayed strong, focal occipital GBR and ABS with a latency of 200–250 ms, but only Pt1 had intracranial electrodes near this region.

Therefore, the brain location which showed the strongest GBR in iEEG were probed with the time-frequency beamformer for each patient. As with the iEEG and MEG sensors, the time-frequency maps reflect the statistical energy variations relative to baseline with Wilcoxon Z values. GBR in the 55–95 Hz band was successfully recovered for the strongest GBR responses found in both the right and left hemispheres. This activity was not significantly modulated between the two conditions for the right hemisphere location (located in occipital cortex), in agreement with the iEEG results (Figure 2). In the left hemisphere, at a location in the posterior temporal lobe near the temporoccipital junction, displayed modulation of GBR with attention (Figure 3), also in agreement with iEEG results. (The GBR appeared to start earlier compared to the iEEG, but this activity was in fact spatial spread from the strong occipital GBR.) In both cases, significant activity was found in 55–95 Hz, but not in higher frequency bands.

In patient Pt2, 55–95 Hz GBR was detected with a somewhat noisy time course (Figure 4), and in patient Pt3, not at all (Figure 5). Unexpectedly, a striking correspondence was found with iEEG in even higher frequency bands — 105–145 Hz for Pt2 and 145–195 Hz for Pt3. Significant GBR in the 105–145 Hz range was also found for the target condition in Pt4, in accordance with the iEEG results; however, the distractor responses appeared noisy and activity above 55 Hz was not found to be significant.

In all patients, significant ABS with frequency and duration in agreement with iEEG results were detected (Figures S2–S6). Additionally, significant GBR and ABS source reconstructions agreed with spatiotemporal patterns observed in a parallel 10-subject iEEG study from our group (see movie in Supplementary Material and Jung et al., 2008), providing corroborating evidence for brain locations that were not sampled by iEEG in the present study.
3.2.4 MEG sensitivity

As a partial exploration of the mechanisms behind the strength of MEG GBR with respect to observed iEEG GBR, we estimated the MEG sensitivity for iEEG GBR locations (see Figure 9). Each column of the plot depicts the histogram distribution of MEG sensitivity over all possible source orientations for a given brain location known to exhibit GBR in iEEG. The half-sensitivity volume (HSV) is a common quantifier of MEG detectability, and includes the brain volume for which the relative sensitivity is greater than 0.5 for a given MEG sensor.

In Pt1, 5 of 14 GBR locations (identified with iEEG) fell within the half-sensitivity volume (HSV) for at least one MEG sensor, indicating favorable conditions for MEG detection. (Of the remaining electrodes, five were in deep locations in temporal cortex on probes ultimately reaching the hippocampi.) Interestingly, electrode TePg2-1 (near the left occipital pole) recorded the strongest dipole moment (see below) and was placed in the most MEG-sensitive location; further exploration of the sensitivity analysis showed that left occipital and left posterior temporal sensors would be most sensitive to this source, in accordance with the observed results shown in Figure 3.

While iEEG detected only one significant GBR location in Pt2, this location was on the cortical surface, with a high median MEG sensitivity of 0.71. Even though very specific source orientations would considerably reduce the MEG sensitivity, the distribution shows that sensitivities were heavily concentrated above 0.6 over the range of all possible orientations.

Median MEG sensitivities for the 3 GBR locations found in Pt3 were all low, ranging from 0.33–0.43, with only the “luckiest” possible orientations yielding sensitivities slightly over 0.5. As such, the difficulty in resolving GBR with Pt3 may be partly explained by this low sensitivity.

Finally, the orbitofrontal location in Pt4 showing 100-150 Hz activity also had a relatively low median sensitivity of 0.24.

3.2.5 GBR dipole moment estimation

While the density of the iEEG electrodes was not sufficient to allow for a precise determination of current source density or dipole strength, we nevertheless attempted to obtain an estimate of the source magnitudes involved using Equation 3. The estimated GBR dipole moments ranged from 0.04–0.65 nAm (see Figure 9, red diamonds), an order of magnitude below dipole moments estimated for averaged ERPs from the same data. Dipole strengths for gamma sites from Pt2, Pt3, and Pt4 were particularly low, compared to several sites from Pt1. While the iEEG dipole moments cannot be directly
evaluated in the context of the magnetic field strength observed with MEG, we note that MEG sensor amplitudes were also an order of magnitude lower for GBR relative to averaged ERFs for all patients.

4 Discussion

Our primary objective was to test whether attention-related modulation of GBR and ABS observed with intracerebral measurements during a reading task could also be detected noninvasively with MEG. We found that this was indeed the case for the alpha/beta suppression, which was robust and consistent between the two attention conditions in all four patients, and was strengthened by attention in three patients in whom the occipital lobe was properly sampled by the MEG sensors (for practical reasons, one patient had to be positioned lower relative to the MEG helmet). By contrast, the GBR recorded in MEG and its modulation by attention, were not as strong and robust as those found in the simultaneously acquired intracerebral data.

4.1 MEG gamma band responses

GBR were clear at the sensor level in two patients, Pt1 and Pt4, reaching above the significance threshold even after Bonferroni correction. In another patient, Pt2, the responses were weaker and more sparse, always below the Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold; results were significantly stronger for targets in only two sensors, but more encouraging with the beamformer source reconstruction with more robust responses in the 105–145 Hz range. The evoked fields and corresponding source reconstructions were also much noisier for this patient than the others. In the remaining patient, Pt3, GBR seemed slightly stronger for distractors at the sensor level, although the statistical analysis revealed no significant difference between the two conditions; source reconstruction appeared to reveal modulations at unexpectedly high frequencies (155–195 Hz), but surprisingly not between 50–150 Hz. These results, together with the lack of resemblance between the gamma band topography in the two experimental conditions, indicate that we were dealing with effects barely above noise level in two out of four patients.

Two recent studies have called into question the origin of GBR in scalp EEG, with one attributing it to EMG of scalp muscles (Whitham et al., 2008) and the other to miniature saccades (Yuval-Greenberg et al., 2008). MEG is assumed to be subject to the same types of physiological noise. Since the present MEG data was simultaneously acquired with intracranial EEG, our results strongly suggest that no “false” GBR in regions with dense electrode coverage, i.e.,
MEG responses unexplained by iEEG. Furthermore, beamformer methods in particular do not assume cortical origin for all signals, and have indeed been shown to be robust in the presence of physiological noise sources external to the brain (Bardouille et al., 2006; Cheyne et al., 2006, 2007).

The technical difficulty of detecting GBR at the scalp level has been acknowledged and discussed thoroughly in recent studies (Trujillo et al., 2005; Hoogenboom et al., 2006). Still, a long list of EEG and more recently MEG studies on gamma band responses (i.e., Bauer et al., 2006; Düzel et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2005; Hoogenboom et al., 2006; Kaiser et al., 2004, 2002; Osipova et al., 2006; Sokolov et al., 1999; Vidal et al., 2006; Dalal et al., 2008a) attests that such difficulties can be overcome, given certain precautions that remain to be formalized. What can we learn from the present experiment? In their study, Hoogenboom et al. (2006) listed a series of reasons explaining why gamma band responses have been difficult to find in noninvasive recordings. Those reasons fall into two categories, related either to the experimental design (use of transient static stimuli non-optimal for generating GBR, paradigms which do not require the subject’s sustained attention) or to the recording/analysis techniques (inadequate spectral analysis methods or recording apparatus). The authors proposed and clearly demonstrated, that with the proper paradigm and method, and with stimuli known to generate strong GBR at the cortical level in the primary visual cortex (e.g., high contrast, slow moving grids presented foveally under the subjects focused attention), MEG GBR were robust over the occipital sensors.

Conversely, one might propose that suboptimal stimuli (i.e., transient static stimuli) may fail to generate strong scalp EEG/MEG GBR simply because they do not generate strong GBR at the cortical level. Still, using stimuli quite different from Hoogenboom et al. (2006), and common to many ERP experiments with short and transient stimuli repeated at short intervals, we found strong GBR at the cortical level for two patients, but GBR was less clear in MEG. The weakness of those MEG GBR could therefore not be attributed to the first category of reasons mentioned by Hoogenboom et al. (2006) for weak scalp GBR. In fact, we also used the same MEG system as their group, with analysis techniques proven to be efficient to detect GBR in both scalp EEG (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996) and MEG (Vidal et al., 2006; Dalal et al., 2008a), so the failure to detect clear MEG GBR in some of our data cannot be due to the reasons listed by Hoogenboom et al. (2006).

Several additional reasons can be proposed: a) choice of threshold for statistical significance, b) contamination of the gamma band by biological noise such as EMG, c) limited spatial extent of the GBR over the cortical surface and lack of synchrony between gamma band sources, d) source characteristics, such as strength, location, and orientation, e) existence of “negative” GBR, f) insufficient number of trials, g) frequency-dependent transmission of cortical
signals, and h) sensor coverage and subject position in the MEG helmet.

Let us discuss those possible explanations:

a) statistical threshold: the Bonferroni correction used in this study is known to be too conservative, since statistical tests on neighbor sensors are far from being independent considering the limited spatial resolution of MEG. But, still, one source of dissatisfaction with MEG GBR was the lack of reproducibility, in terms of topography, between the two attention conditions in Pt2 and Pt3. Attention is known to modulate the activity within the networks processing sensory information, but not to change radically the organization of those networks; therefore, the general shape of the gamma band topography was expected to be similar between the two attention conditions, as for the intracranial evoked potentials.

b) biological noise: frequency-wise, gamma band responses overlap with several sources of noise, mostly from muscular origin, which do not affect the intracerebral signal. Since the degree of contamination of the MEG signals by muscle activity varies across patients, this might explain why MEG GBR were more visible in certain patients than others, according to their ability to relax this muscle activity. We therefore advocate the systematic use of simple biofeedback techniques (i.e., display of muscular activity) prior to the experiment to help subjects reduce this source of noise.

c) spatial extent and synchrony: since MEG signals arise from the summated activity of large cortical populations, they are, like scalp EEG, very sensitive to the degree of synchrony between those neural activities: synchronous oscillations summate into macro-oscillations at the sensor level, while uncorrelated or delayed-phase oscillations tend to cancel (Pfurtscheller and Cooper, 1975). Our synchrony analysis revealed that the degree of synchrony in the gamma range was indeed significantly smaller than in the alpha and beta range, where MEG oscillations were much more visible. Also, we showed that GBR tend to be less widespread than alpha and beta responses; this may constitute a problem for GBR produced by sources radial with respect to the skull surface, due to the reduced contribution to external magnetic fields.

d) GBR source characteristics: the magnitude of high-gamma band signal is generally 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than the dominating content in lower frequencies. While this may still provide sufficient signal for intracranial recordings, the associated electric and magnetic fields decay with distance. Therefore, deeper, low-amplitude, and/or suboptimally oriented GBR sources, combined with interference from neighboring cortical patches, will reduce the likelihood of noninvasive detection. In our particular data, MEG was particularly sensitive to several of the locations where GBR was found in Pt1, and additionally the GBR sources appeared to have stronger dipole moments. In
comparison, while the sensitivity to Pt2’s GBR site was rather high, its apparent dipole moment was very low; in Pt3, both factors may have been at play, as the estimated dipole strength was relatively low in addition to being poorly situated for MEG detection.

e) gamma band suppression: our observation of decreased gamma band responses could constitute another reason for weak GBR in MEG, as localized decrease in gamma power would partially cancel, at the scalp level, gamma band enhancements. Gamma band suppression has been repeatedly observed in EEG, especially at the intracranial level (Lachaux et al., 2005).

f) number of trials: the strongest MEG GBR were observed with the dataset containing the largest number of viable trials (Pt1, 530 trials), while the results were not apparent when the analyses were instead conducted with less than 250 trials. In contrast, there were 210 and 365 analyzed trials in patients Pt2 and Pt3 respectively. Therefore, the number of trials was likely a strong factor in the different GBR results across our three subjects.

These results suggest that for static transient stimuli the detection of GBR may require more trials than sustained stimuli (in this case, over 500; the experimental design in Hoogenboom et al. (2006) used six blocks of 75 trials). Those numbers differ markedly from those found in classic ERP experimental designs, and may seem impractically large when testing several experimental conditions. A common alternative to using such large numbers of trials is to perform group statistics across several subjects, as most EEG/MEG studies do (Kaiser et al., 2004; Vidal et al., 2006). Such group statistics can reveal patterns of GBR recurrent across several individuals, not necessarily apparent in all the individual subjects because of low SNR. However, this strategy was ill-suited for the present study, which aimed to provide quantitative measures of attention in individual subjects. Alternatively, new signal processing techniques may be able to resolve neural signals, including GBR, from a fewer number of trials (Zumer et al., 2007).

g) frequency-dependent propagation: It is commonly stated that the skull and scalp effectively act as a lowpass filter, thereby passing lower frequency signals with more gain than higher frequency signals. A handful of studies have attempted to quantify and explain the frequency dependence of cortex-to-scalp signal transmission. Some studies conclude that various head tissues have significant reactivity, i.e., the conductivity of various head tissues are frequency-dependent even in the range of interest for EEG/MEG, with higher frequencies generally having higher conductivities than lower frequencies (Gabriel et al., 1996; Stinstra and Peters, 1998; Akhtari et al., 2003). The implications of this relationship for cortex-to-scalp signal transmission are not clear, but the simulations of Stinstra and Peters (1998) demonstrate that higher conductivities counterintuitively result in lower gains with a spherical head model, perhaps
due to the effects of volume conduction. However, a study by Pfurtscheller and Cooper (1975) provides convincing evidence that the lowpass filter effect is primarily due to polyphasic summation, i.e., the phase variance of an activated cortical patch results in greater attenuation of higher-frequency signals when spatially averaged by a scalp EEG/MEG sensor. Unfortunately, such analysis of phase variance over cortical patches was not feasible with our electrode spacing and coverage.

h) sensor coverage and head position: An MEG system with denser sensor spacing may also increase the likelihood of recovering GBR, though this remains to be demonstrated; we are investigating the possibility of further simultaneous recordings of MEG and iEEG with a 275-channel system. Additionally, the weakest GBR were obtained for patient Pt3 whose brain was especially low relative to the helmet. For this patient, it is possible that coverage of the occipital and inferior temporal regions was incomplete, making the topography of both ABS and GBR difficult to interpret at the sensor level and reducing the SNR at the source level. This stressed the need to check the distance between the brain and the sensors before the experiment, a somewhat trivial, yet useful, precaution.

4.2 ABS

The topography of ABS was consistent across conditions, and the statistical differences between conditions were strong. Considering the difficulty sometimes associated with extracting MEG GBR, one can wonder why ABS were so much more clear than GBR in MEG data. The main reason is that the problems listed above for GBR do not apply to ABS. First, the signal to noise ratio in the alpha and beta bands is much better than in the gamma band, in part because the signal is stronger; it is well known that the spectrum energy of EEG and MEG data roughly decreases as frequency increases following a $1/f$ law. Furthermore, noise sources are weaker, e.g., the spectrum of EMG artifact rarely extends below 25 Hz (Tallon et al., 1995). In addition, we showed that the synchrony level between distant sites was higher in the alpha/beta range than in the gamma range, in agreement with previous experimental (Tallon-Baudry et al., 2001; Lachaux et al., 2005) and theoretical studies (Kopell et al., 2000). Massively synchronous oscillations of this kind sum together in macroscopic MEG signals and are more visible at the sensor level; consequently, the post-stimulus suppression or desynchronization of these oscillations is also more visible in MEG signals. Finally, our data showed that ABS extended over wider cortical areas than GBR, a result consistent with previous intracranial studies (Crone et al., 1998a,b), and also found at the MEG level (Hoogenboom et al., 2006; Dalal et al., 2008a). This may also explain why the alpha/beta band modulations were more visible at the MEG level. ABS therefore consti-
tutes a noninvasive index of attention during reading, which can be reliably measured even in single subjects. This further supports the role of ABS as a quantitative marker of attention (Palva and Palva, 2007; Hanslmayr et al., 2007).

A further interesting feature of ABS is that they often coincide with GBR at the cortical level. The precise nature of this relationship remains to be understood: most of the time, GBR seems to occur simultaneously with ABS (Crone et al., 1998a,b; Lachaux et al., 2005, 2006; Mainy et al., 2007), but the converse is not necessarily true, as shown here. Also, the reactivity of GBR and ABS to experimental manipulation seems to be somewhat different (Lachaux et al., 2005), but to an extent that is still undetermined. If the correlation is found to be systematic in certain cortical structures and experimental situations, ABS may constitute a convenient “tip of the iceberg” easily visible from scalp recordings and signaling the presence of underlying, less accessible GBR.

### 4.3 Validation of MEG head models and source reconstruction algorithms

The present data also provides a unique opportunity to test the relative performance of oscillatory source reconstruction algorithms. One important problem common to all methods is the accuracy of the head models used to estimate the lead field. We are currently investigating using these simultaneous recordings to empirically calculate the lead field and evaluate its impact on source reconstruction accuracy (Dalal et al., 2008b).

Finally, over the last few years, several algorithms have been proposed to reconstruct such sources and have been demonstrated to recover GBR in primary sensory cortices (Gross et al., 2001; David et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2005; Dalal et al., 2008a). Applications of these algorithms to more complex networks, while encouraging (van Wassenhove and Nagarajan, 2007; Guggisberg et al., 2008; Van Der Werf et al., 2008), are thus far scant. We have seen that the sources of gamma band responses in our task were multiple and widespread across the occipital, temporal, and parietal cortices; they should also involve language-related frontal areas, such as Broca’s area and the precentral gyrus (Jung et al., 2008; Mainy et al., 2008). It would be particularly compelling to evaluate various MEG source reconstruction methodologies in the context of these complex activations.
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Fig. 1. MEG ERFs, MEG ERF beamformer reconstructions, and intracerebral ERPs. The sensor maps in the left column show the topography of the MEG evoked fields at the peak latency, for targets and distractors, together with the time series of the evoked fields measured at the peak sensor. The righthand column shows the evoked potential recorded at the intracerebral level in response to targets and distractors at sites highlighted on the 3D brain rendering. Finally, the middle column shows the corresponding MEG beamformer source reconstruction for those same sites.
Fig. 2. MEG and iEEG GBR and ABS in patient Pt1 (right hemisphere). Top panel: MRI slice and 3D reconstruction showing a cortical site where significant GBR and ABS were observed in iEEG. The time-frequency maps show the result of the Wilcoxon comparison with the pre-stimulus baseline (TF Z value map), for targets (left maps) and distractors (right maps), with the upper two maps computed from iEEG, while the lower two maps are computed from the MEG beamformer reconstructions for the same location. (Note beamformer timecourses start at 50 ms, since no result can be computed for baseline windows.) Bottom panel: topographic Wilcoxon Z maps at the MEG sensor level, for targets (left) and distractors (right) for the [100 ms - 400 ms] × [50 - 100 Hz] TF window (white box) compared with the baseline. The colormap was scaled such that it saturates in red for Z values corresponding to $p = 0.05$ (corrected). The adjacent TF maps show the Wilcoxon TF Z maps for both conditions for the designated site (arrow). Blue dots indicate sensors with significant GBR using an uncorrected threshold, with pink dots using a corrected threshold. In circled sensors on the left (resp. right) topography, GBR was stronger for targets (resp. distractors) according to Kruskal-Wallis tests. White (resp. light gray) circles are for corrected (resp. uncorrected) thresholds. See Supplementary Material for corresponding ABS figures.
Fig. 3. Similar to Figure 2, for the left hemisphere of patient Pt1
Fig. 4. Similar to Figure 2, for patient Pt2
Fig. 5. Similar to Figure 2, for patient Pt3
Fig. 6. Similar to Figure 2, for patient Pt4
Fig. 7. Spatial extent of GBR and ABS. The TF maps show Wilcoxon Z values for target words along two depth electrode arrays in two different patients. Moving from one site to the next along those electrodes, the ABS (in blue) appears more gradually than the GBR (in red). The TF Wilcoxon Z map on the top right illustrates an example of negative GBR or gamma band suppression (statistical comparison with the $[-200 \pm 50\text{ ms}]$ pre-stimulus baseline).
Fig. 8. Effect of number of trials on the detection of GBR and ABS. The topographical Wilcoxon Z maps show for Pt1 the result of the comparison of the alpha/beta (left) and gamma (right) energy with baseline level (energy being measured in the [200 – 500 ms] × [9 – 25 Hz] TF window for ABS and in the [100 – 400 ms] × [50 – 100 Hz] TF window for GBR). Maps were computed from 50, 100, 250, and 500 target stimuli; note how the topographical stability differs between the two frequency bands.
Fig. 9. An assessment of the MEG sensitivity to each GBR site revealed by iEEG. The relative sensitivity at a given MEG sensor is defined as the theoretical signal intensity for a unit dipole source at the electrode location normalized by the maximum intensity possible for any brain source; the maximum relative sensitivity is then the highest ratio found over the entire MEG sensor array for each GBR location. As the orientations of the GBR sources are unknown, we plot the distribution of maximum relative sensitivities for all 3D orientations (sampled at increments of $\pi/36$ radians along azimuth and elevation). Therefore, the monochrome shading in each column represents a histogram of maximum sensitivities for each GBR location. The red diamonds indicate the GBR dipole moment estimated from the iEEG recordings; sites that have both a high sensitivity and a strong dipole moment are more likely to be detected with MEG. L = left; R = right; T1 = superior temporal gyrus; T2 = middle temporal gyrus; T2p = posterior middle temporal gyrus; T3p = posterior inferior temporal gyrus; F2 = orbitofrontal cortex; ITP = inferior temporal pole; TPO = temporo-parieto-occipital junction; O1 = superior occipital gyrus; OP = occipital pole; IPSp = posterior intraparietal sulcus; HG = Heschl’s gyrus.